A PALEY-WIENER THEOREM FOR THE ANALYTIC WAVE FRONT SET* JAN BOMANt AND LARS HORMANDER* 1. Introduction. Let u be a hyperfunction with compact support in R n and let iu be the indicator function of its Fourier-Laplace transform u, (1.1) u(0 = u(e-^>), C 6 C n ; i fl (C) = pE Em log \u(t0\/t, C e C n .
(One can think of u as an analytic functional supported by a compact set in R n ; in particular u could be a distribution in ^'(R™).) We recall that iu is plurisubharmonic and positively homogeneous of degree 1. By an extension of the Paley-Wiener theorem (1.2) * fi (C)<ff (ImO, where H is the supporting function of (the convex hull of) suppw, (
3) H(r 1 )= sup (x,T}), x&uppu and there is equality in (1.2) on CR n = {z&z E C,£ G R n }. Since i^ is convex on every complex line through the origin we have
-tf(-Im<) < t fl (C) < H(TmO, and in particular i^ vanishes in R n . By Theorem 2.3.1 of Sigurdsson [6] , if £,77 E R n \ {0}, then i^ + irj) = H(rj) if and only if (#,£) E WFA{U) for some x E R n with {x,rj) -H(r)), that is, there is an analytic singularity of u with frequency £ in the supporting plane of supp u with exterior conormal 77. In this paper we shall prove that one can in fact determine the convex hull of WFA (U) for fixed frequency by means of the asymptotic behavior of iu at R n and obtain Sigurdsson's theorem as a corollary. Let H^ denote the supporting function of the fiber of WFA{U) for the frequency £, (1.4) Hz(ri)=8up{(x,ri)',(x,0eWF A (u)}, £,7?ER n , £ / 0.
That WFA(U) is closed means that H^(rj) is upper semicontinuous in (£, 77). Our main result is: THEOREM 
If u is a hyperfunction with compact support in R n and iu is the indicator function of the Fourier-Laplace transform u, then (1.5) H^(r)) = lim lim sup iu(£ + itr])/t

5). The opposite inequality is obvious so H^(rj) = H(rj). The proof that H^(rj) = H(r]) implies iu(^ + irj) = H(r])
requires a small part of Lemma 3.2 so it will be postponed until the end of Section 3.
By Theorem 3.1.4 of Sigurdsson [6] , for every plurisubharmonic function p in C n which is positively homogeneous of degree 1 and vanishes in R n , there exists a distribution u G E'CRJ 1 ) such that p -in. Hence (1.5) with iu replaced by p, assigns to every such function p a supporting function H^ depending on £ G R n , which corresponds to a closed conic set in T*(R n ). It is in no way obvious that the three definitions of H£(r)) in (1.5) are equivalent and give an upper semicontinuous function. However, in Section 3 we shall give a direct proof which is applicable to arbitrary plurisubharmonic functions q in C n satisfying an analogue of (1.2),
Although Theorem 1.1 allows one to determine the convex hull of {#;(£,£) G WFA{U)}, which may be much smaller than the convex hull of supp u as in the example above, it gives no non-trivial information on the analytic singular support of u. In fact, in Section 4 we shall prove that
where ch denotes the convex hull. We are grateful to Michael Atiyah for a lemma on vector fields on the sphere which is the main point in the proof. To express the hypothesis on the analytic wave front set we shall use the FourierBros-Iagolnitzer (FBI) transform
If K is a compact set and (a;, rj) > H^rj), if (J = |(7 -7o )/(r + 1). This completes the proof of (2.4) and of (2.1).
To prove (2.2) assume that the right-hand side is smaller than F. Then we can find 6 > 0 and an unbounded set R C (1,00) such that iu(r(-+ir}) < F when |£ -£| < J and r € R. By a classical theorem of Hartogs (see e.g. We must prove that U(\,y,£) is exponentially decreasing when A -> 00 if (y,ri) > F and £ is sufficiently close to £. We have
which is the Fourier transform at Ar£ of u\e~Q where
Hence the absolute value of the Fourier transform of e -^ is
which gives (2.10)
When |£ -|| < (S/2 and r e R, \ > A r , the integral for |0| < Ar<5/2 can be estimated using (2.9)', so this contribution to U(\r,y,€) is bounded by 
Remarks on plurisubharmonic functions.
As mentioned in the introduction, for every plurisubharmonic function p which is positively homogeneous of degree 1 and vanishes in R n there exists by Theorem 3.1.4 of Sigurdsson [6] a distribution u G £'(TU 1 ) such that z& = p. Thus Theorem 1.1 shows that with every such p are associated supporting functions H^ in R n , f 6 R n \ {0}, defined by (1.5) with i& replaced by p, such that H^rj) is upper semicontinuous as a function of (£, 77). The equivalence of the three definitions in (1.5) is not obvious but will be proved here directly under weakened hypotheses without using Theorem 1.1 and Sigurdsson's theorem.
From the three line theorem and the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem it follows that H(rj) = p(irj) is a supporting function in R n and that p(£ + irj) < H(r]) for £, 77 € R n . Since the restriction to a complex line through the origin is a convex function we have With £ G R n and C € C n , (1.5) concerns the limits of p(f + tQ/t as t -> +0. However, in studying them we shall drop the homogeneity assumption on p in view of some potential applications. In what follows we shall denote by q an arbitrary plurisubharmonic function in C n such that for some constant C
We shall need some well-known facts concerning plurisubharmonic functions summed up in the following lemma. ] it is also easy to prove that U(C) is the limit as R -»-0 of the mean value over the reaZ ball with center ( and radius iJ if U is plurisubharmonic in a neighborhood of £. This implies (3.4), but we chose a proof using (3.5) since this inequality will be needed in another context below.
For an arbitrary plurisubharmonic function q in C n satisfying (3.2) with some constant C we set 
We have h^(r]) = q^(irj) -q^(irj)
for almost all rj G R n , and since h^ is continuous it follows that (3.9) he(ri) = Ihn qMfj), r] G R n .
By Lemma 3.1 we also have When n = 1 we have %(C) = ft$(ImC) > -00 for all C G C, for q^(C) and ^(Imf) = ^(C) ^e both homogeneous and equal almost everywhere on every ray through the origin in C. For general n we can apply this observation to C 3 z 1-* q(£ + £77), where £, ry G R n , and conclude that (3.10) % (C)= t S5 o^ + *C)A>-oo, C^CR".
The following lemma will show that q(€ -h tQ/t converges to h^(IiRQ on CR n in suitable topologies. which proves (3.11) when 7 = -00. If 7 > -00, that is, if the integral in (3.11) converges, we only get an inequality instead. To prove the opposite inequality we shall accept (3.13) for the moment, take % > 0 in Co(R+), and apply Fatou's lemma to the special case of (3.13) where dv = J S sz x(s) ds/s, that is,
Since v(tsz)x{s)/ts is bounded above we obtain 
which completes the proof of (3.13).
If 8 > 0 it follows from (3.11), which is uniform for z G supped, that v(tz)/t < 7 Im z + S when z G supp dv and t is sufficiently small. Hence
by (3.13) when t -> +0, which proves that
and completes the proof of (3.14).
Finally, 7 = F is equivalent to dfj, = 0 by (3.11), hence equivalent to v(z) = Flmz by the Riesz representation. The proof of the lemma is complete.
Remark. We can take for dv the Lebesgue measure in any compact subset of C + and conclude that v(tz)/t -> 7lm£ in L 1 1 0C (C+) when t -> +0. We could also take for dv the one dimensional Lebesgue measure on an interval z + I C C + where / is an interval on R with finite length |/|. Then (3.13) gives lim t~1v(t(s + z))ds = jlmz\l\, which implies that 7lmz < lim t^+0 1 -1 sup sG/ v(t(s + z)) and in view of (3.11)
Let us also note that the hypotheses of Lemma 3.2 are fulfilled by v(z) = qi^+zrj) for arbitrary £,r] G R n , if q is plurisubharmonic in C n and satisfies (3.2) , and that 7 > -00 then by (3.10).
We can now give a direct proof of the equalities in (1.5) for more general plurisubharmonic functions. that is, lim^+o sup||| <2(5 q(^ + £ + itri)/t < F. Thus we can find T > 0 such that For the supporting function h^ defined by (3.9) or (3.9)' we have is also a supporting function for fixed £, and we have (3.26) hl(r,) < H^n).
We have not been able to decide whether there is always equality in (3.26), but this question is not really relevant in the context of Theorem 1.1.
If u G S'CRJ 1 ) then the description of the asymptotic behavior of u given by the indicator function i^ can be refined by studying the set L 00 (^) of limits of the plurisubharmonic functions £ i-> £ _1 log |&(££)| as t -> +00. If if is the supporting function of suppu defined by (1.3), then L00(11) is a compact subset of the set PH of plurisubharmonic functions q in C n such that
(See [3] , Sections 3 and 4.) We have
Every q G PH satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3. When q £ L^u) the set in T*(R n ) corresponding to the function H^(rj) defined by q according to (3.18 ) is a closed subset of WFA(U). The sets so obtained might contain additional information on the analytic singularities of u.
We shall finally complete the proof of Corollary 1.2 using no results obtained in this section except the last and very elementary statement in Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Corollary 1.2. Assuming that H^(rj) = H(ri), where £, r) G R n \ {0}, we must prove that i^ + irj) = H(r)). Using the first expression for H^rj) in (1. 2. If K is just convex we can choose a sequence Kj 4-K of convex sets with (7°° boundaries having strictly positive Gaussian curvature. Given x G if we can choose £j G S' n~1 so that x is on the interval between the points x^ on dKj with exterior conormal zb^-. Passing to a subsequence we can assume that xf converge to limits x ± G dK and £j ->> ^. Then ^^ G K±£ and a; is on the interval between x + and x~, which proves the statement in the convex case.
3. If if is an arbitrary compact set we denote the convex hull by K and note that the theorem follows from its validity for K if we prove that (4.3) ch(Kz U K-z) D ch(i^ U K-z), £ G S n 'K It suffices to prove that K^ C chif^, so assume that x G K^ thus x G K and (x -y,^) > 0, y G K. This implies that x is in the convex hull of M = {y G if; {y -x, £) =0} C if^, which completes the proof.
